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A B S T R A C T

Do personal background characteristics of a political candidate affect voter evaluations when voters also know the candidate's policy position? Several studies have
shown that voters infer personal traits and policy positions from candidate characteristics such as gender, family background and occupation. However, in most
elections, voters do not evaluate candidates absent of any policy information. We investigate whether the influence of personal background characteristics vanishes
when policy information regarding a candidate is available to the voters. Using a survey experiment, we confirm that voters infer both personal traits and policy
positions from the background characteristics of a candidate, and we furthermore show that explicit information on policy positions moderates the relationship
between background characteristics and candidate evaluations. However, policy information does not simply crowd out the effects of candidate background
characteristics. Instead, policy information can change the valence of background characteristics, turning otherwise disadvantageous characteristics into an electoral
advantage.

1. Introduction

When voters choose between political candidates, they are not just
choosing between candidates with different party labels and policy
positions, they are also choosing between candidates with different
personal background characteristics. These personal characteristics
ostensibly matter to voters. Recent studies show, for example, that
voters tend to prefer female candidates to male candidates (Kirkland
and Coppock, 2017; Wüest and Pontusson, 2017; Aguilar et al., 2015).
Conversely, voters are less fond of candidates with high personal in-
comes and certain occupations (Carnes and Lupu, 2016; Campbell and
Cowley, 2014a; 2015).

The link between personal characteristics and electoral popularity
of a candidate can be explained by two voter heuristics. First, voters
infer personality traits from a candidate's background. The gender,
occupation and income of a political candidate affect, for example, the
degree to which the candidate is perceived by voters to be under-
standing, approachable, and competent (Carnes and Lupu, 2016;
Campbell and Cowley 2014a,b; Kirkland and Coppock, 2017). Such
inferences from background characteristics to traits are likely to influ-
ence the electoral popularity of candidates, as perceived traits have
clear effects on electoral support (Mccurley and Mondak, 1995; Funk,
1999; Mondak and Huckfeldt, 2006; Adams et al., 2011; Franchino and
Zucchini, 2015). Second, voters may also infer policy positions from a
candidate's background. Voters tend to assume, for example, that

female candidates and candidates with a working-class background
favor left-leaning policies (McDermott, 1998; Carnes and Lupu, 2016;
Carnes and Sadin, 2015; Arnesen et al., 2019).

In most elections, however, inferences from a candidate's back-
ground characteristics to the candidate's policy positions may be su-
perfluous to voters, because political candidates readily supply in-
formation on policy positions, both through their party label and by
taking explicit positions on policy issues. It is a common notion in the
literature on candidate characteristics that such information can over-
whelm and attenuate the effects of personal background characteristics
when voters evaluate candidates (e.g., McDermott, 1998; Campbell and
Cowley, 2015; Ono and Burden, 2018). However, in reality, few studies
have specifically investigated the degree to which the link between
candidate characteristics and voter evaluations depends on the absence
or presence of explicit policy information (Carnes and Sadin, 2015;
Kirkland and Coppock, 2017; Arnesen et al., 2019).

In this paper, we add to the study on candidate characteristics and
vote choice by investigating how candidate background characteristics
and policy information interact when voters evaluate political candi-
dates. We do so using a survey experiment with 2,400 Danish voters.
First, we explore the degree to which voters use a candidate's gender,
family background, and occupation to infer candidate traits and po-
licies. Here, we contribute to the literature by utilizing comprehensive
measures of trait perceptions, specifically perceptions of competence
and warmth (Judd et al., 2005). We find no effects of candidate gender,
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but family background and occupation clearly affect voter perceptions
of candidate competence, warmth, and position on the political left-
right scale.

Second, our study revisits the widespread, yet rarely tested, as-
sumption that policy information crowds out the effects of candidate
background characteristics. Here, we contribute by investigating the
effects of specific policy positions rather than party cues (Kamin, 1958;
Kam, 2007; Sen, 2017; Kirkland and Coppock, 2017). We find that the
assumption of crowding out is, in a sense, both right and wrong. Our
results do confirm that when voters are given information about the
policies of a candidate, such information do in some cases crowd out
the effects of background characteristics. However, because voters
make multiple inferences from background characteristics, and because
policy information affects these inferences unevenly, policy information
does not just remove the effects of candidate characteristics on vote
choice. Rather, providing voters with policy information can lead to
preference reversals, turning otherwise undesirable background char-
acteristics into desirable characteristics in the eyes of the voters.

2. Candidate characteristics and vote choice

Personal characteristics of political candidates seem to matter to the
voters (Campbell and Cowley, 2014a; Carnes and Lupu, 2016; Kirkland
and Coppock, 2017). To explain how such characteristics of candidates
may affect voters, the theoretical framework that we present and apply
in this article focuses on two types of heuristics that the voters may use
when presented with the personal background characteristics of can-
didates. First, voters might use candidate characteristics to infer
something about a candidate's personal traits (e.g., Campbell and
Cowley, 2014b). Second, voters might use candidate characteristics to
infer something about a candidate's policy position (e.g., Kirkland and
Coppock, 2017). While we focus on these two types of inferences in this
study, it should be noted that candidate background characteristics
might also affect vote choices in other ways. Voters may for example
ascribe – consciously or unconsciously – to ideals of descriptive re-
presentation (Pitkin, 1967). Thus, they may prefer a candidate of a
certain gender or race because they find inherent value in being re-
presented by politicians with these characteristics (West, 2017). Before
delving into the exact relationship between specific background char-
acteristics and voter evaluations, we first elaborate on the potential
importance of these two types of heuristics for electoral outcomes.

The electoral relevance of the first heuristic, inferring from candi-
date background characteristics to candidate traits, obviously depends
on the extent to which such personality traits matter to voters when
they choose for whom to vote. That there is a relationship between trait
perceptions and voter preferences for candidates was established dec-
ades ago (Kinder et al., 1980; Funk, 1999). While previous studies
suggested that trait perceptions were largely endogeneous to party and
issue positions (Bartels, 2002; Peterson, 2005), several later studies
have shown that trait perceptions have an independent causal effect on
the choices made by voters (Fridkin and Kenney, 2011; Ohr and
Oscarsson, 2013; Laustsen, 2017). Studies on candidate characteristics
and vote choice have, however, often relied on single-item measures of,
for example, competence (Peterson, 2018). In this paper, we use a
model of trait perceptions, the stereotype content model (SCM), which
posits that people assess other individuals or groups on two funda-
mental dimensions, competence and warmth (Judd et al., 2005). The
dimension of warmth reflects traits related to an individual's or group's
intentions, such as friendliness and helpfulness, whereas the dimension
of competence captures traits related to the individual's or group's
abilities, such as intelligence and skills in general (Fiske et al., 2007;
Koch and Obermaier, 2016). While the SCM-model does not necessarily
encapsulate all the traits that voters assess political candidates on,
several studies confirm that voters do assess politicians and political
candidates along these two dimensions, and perceptions regarding both
dimensions have substantial effects on voters' support for a politician.

(Laustsen, 2017; Pedersen, 2017). Crucially, voters do not just want
politicians that are competent, they also care about the warmth of
politicians, because a high level of warmth indicates that the politicians
will use their competences benevolently (Laustsen and Bor, 2017).
Furthermore, while the two dimensions in the SCM-model are corre-
lated, the existing studies demonstrate that both dimensions are re-
levant to investigate at the same time, as experimental treatments with
a positive effect on one dimension can have no effect or even a negative
effect on the other dimension (e.g., Pedersen, 2017; Laustsen and Bor,
2017).

The electoral relevance of the second type of inference, from can-
didate characteristics to candidate policy position, is fairly obvious.
According to the classical Downsian model of electoral competition,
voters prefer the candidate that is closest to the voter's own policy
positions (Downs, 1957). This prediction has been confirmed in a host
of empirical studies (e.g. Ansolabehere et al., 2008), including studies
within the Danish context where our study takes place (Bengtsson et al.,
2014; Hansen and Pedersen, 2014). In the following sections, we ad-
dress how three specific candidate characteristics—gender, family
background, and occupation—may affect voter inferences regarding the
traits and policy positions of a candidate, and how these background
characteristics may ultimately affect vote choice.1

2.1. Gender and voter inferences

The underrepresentation of women among politicians has often
been explained as a result of voters being biased against women
(Lawless, 2009; Anzia and Berry, 2011). In line with this explanation,
earlier studies found that women were generally perceived to be less
competent than men, at least on some policy issues, which might make
voters less likely to vote for them (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993).
However, these finding have been strongly countered by more recent
studies, which generally find no bias against female politicians
(Campbell and Cowley, 2014b; McElroy and Marsh, 2010). Further-
more, recent studies focusing specifically on perceived competence
have also found women to be perceived as being just as competent as
male politicians (Carnes and Lupu, 2016). Thus, taken together, the
existing results on this issue arguably does not support the notion that
voters are biased again women on perceptions of competence. There-
fore, we do not expect gender differences on voter perceptions of can-
didate competence.

On the question of warmth, however, there is reason to expect that
voters perceive male and female candidates differently. Women are
generally perceived to be higher on the warmth dimension than men
(Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993). Correspondingly, Campbell and Cowley
(2014b) find that female candidates are perceived to be more “ap-
proachable,” a term that probably reflects perceptions of warmth al-
though not traditionally used to measure this trait. This leads to the
expectation that voters perceive female candidates to have higher warmth
than male candidates (hypothesis 1A).

Gender can also play a role when voters make inferences regarding
the policy positions of a candidate. Voters perceive female candidates as
being more to the left on the political spectrum than their male coun-
terparts (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993; McDermott, 1998; Koch, 2000,
although see Carnes and Lupu, 2016). Thus, we expect that voters per-
ceive female candidates to be more to the left than male candidates (hy-
pothesis 1B).

How should these inferences on candidate gender then be expected
to affect vote choice? Given that women have no apparent disadvantage
on perceived competence, and that they do have an advantage on
perceived warmth, female candidates may have an electoral advantage

1While we focus on gender, parents and occupation, voters may also infer the
ideology of a candidate from, e.g., the candidate's religion and race (Brady and
Sniderman, 1985; Campbell et al., 2011; Lerman and Sadin, 2016).
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over male candidates, since the perceived warmth has a strong effect on
voters' overall evaluation and support for politicians (Laustsen and Bor,
2017). That women are perceived to be more left-leaning than men,
should have no clear net effect on electoral popularity, seeing as that
will make them more popular with some votes and less popular with
others. Several recent experimental studies do indeed find that voters
tend to prefer female candidates (Aguilar et al., 2015; Kirkland and
Coppock, 2017; Wüest and Pontusson, 2017; Teele et al., 2018). This
leads to the hypothesis that voters are more likely to vote for a female
candidate than a male candidate (hypothesis 1C).

2.2. Family background and voter inferences

Compared to the many studies on voters' inferences from candidate
gender, the literature on voter inferences from family background is
relatively sparse. One of the few studies to investigate the effects of
candidate family background found that family background had no
significant effects on voters' perception of candidate competence
(Sadin, 2015). In line with this, we do not see a strong theoretical ar-
gument for family background to affect voters' perceptions of candidate
competence. However, on voter perceptions of candidate warmth, it is
more reasonable to expect the candidate's family background to have an
effect similar to the effect of the candidate's own occupation. As we
discuss in the next subsection, individuals from the working class are
generally perceived to possess traits related to warmth (Carnes and
Lupu, 2016). Someone raised in a working-class environment is likely to
be perceived as relatively similar to the current working class on this
trait, and we therefore expect that voters perceive candidates with
working-class parents to have higher warmth than candidates with upper-
middle class parents (hypothesis 2A).

For similar reasons, voters may also infer policy positions from the
family background of a candidate. This expectation is in line with
Carnes and Sadin (2015), finding that a candidate with a working-class
family background was generally perceived to be more economically
progressive than a candidate from an upper-middle class background.
Thus, we also expect that voters perceive candidates with working-class
parents to be more to the left than candidates with upper-middle class par-
ents (hypothesis 2B). In sum, based on the extant literature, one should
expect voters to infer similar traits and policy positions for female
candidates and candidates from a working-class family background,
namely that they are warmer and more left-leaning on the political
spectrum. While the popularity of left-leaning candidates are of course
dependent on the left-right position of the voters, voters across the
political spectrum should generally prefer warmer candidates, leading
to the hypothesis that voters are more likely to vote for candidates with
working-class parents than candidates with upper-middle class parents
(hypothesis 2C).

2.3. Candidate occupation and voter inferences

There are several reasons as to why voters may be particularly apt to
infer traits and policy positions from the occupation of a candidate.
First, while candidates are usually assigned a gender and parents with
certain occupations at birth, candidates are—to some degree—able to
choose their own occupation. Thus, voters may take occupation as a
relatively strong signal regarding the skills and dispositions of a can-
didate. Second, votes may also infer other background characteristics
from a candidate's occupation, for example the level of education and
income. This is relevant because even in cases where a candidate's oc-
cupation does not directly affect voter perceptions of candidate quali-
fications for office, education may do so. Here, candidates with a uni-
versity degree are generally perceived to be more qualified than
candidates without a degree (Carnes and Lupu, 2016, see also Gift and
Lastra-Anadón, 2018 who show that voters respond differently to
graduates from elite and non-elite schools). Similarly, Campbell and
Cowley (2014b) found that candidates with lower levels of education

are perceived to be less “experienced.” While these studies do not di-
rectly measure perceptions of competence, we therefore expect that
voters perceive working-class candidates to have lower competence than
upper-middle class candidates (hypothesis 3A).

While working-class candidates may have a disadvantage on per-
ceptions of competence, they have an advantage on perceived warmth.
Working-class candidates are perceived to be more likely to understand
problems faced by people such as themselves (Carnes and Lupu, 2016),
and people without university education are perceived to have a higher
level of approachability (Campbell and Cowley, 2014b). Similarly,
candidates with high personal incomes are also seen as less approach-
able (Campbell and Cowley, 2014b). It is important to note that there
can also be differences across different types of occupations within a
certain class of jobs. For example, while lawyers and doctors are both
upper-middle class occupations, lawyers are perceived to be markedly
lower on “approachability” than doctors (Campbell and Cowley,
2014b). This finding is important for our experiment, where we use the
occupation of lawyer. We revisit this issue of heterogeneity within so-
cial classes in the discussion. In sum, the existing studies lead to the
hypothesis that voters perceive working-class candidates to have higher
warmth than upper (middle) class candidates (hypothesis 3B).

Voters may also be quick to infer policy positions from a candidate's
own occupation. Just as voters infer that candidates with working-class
parents are left-leaning (Carnes and Sadin, 2015), voters also seem to
think that candidates with a working-class occupation are left-leaning.
Carnes and Lupu (2016) find such occupation-based inferences in
Britain, while results from the United States and Argentina are statis-
tically insignificant. We consider the results from Britain to be pre-
dictive of the results in a Danish context, and we therefore expect that
voters perceive working-class candidates to be more to the left than upper
(middle) class candidates (hypothesis 3C).

What might all the voter inferences on occupation mean for the
candidate once the voter is in the voting booth? On the one hand,
working-class candidates might be less preferred due to lower levels of
perceived competence; on the other hand, they might be more preferred
due to the higher levels of perceived warmth. The existing results on
vote choice point towards an overall advantage for working-class can-
didates. Candidates without university degrees seem to be more pop-
ular than candidates with university degrees, and candidates with high
incomes are relatively unpopular among the voters (Campbell and
Cowley, 2014b; Wüest and Pontusson, 2017). Comparing the electoral
popularity of a business owner versus a factory worker, Carnes and
Lupu (2016) find insignificant differences in vote choice, but the results
do also point towards a slight advantage for the factory worker. Finally,
we use a lawyer as the upper-middle class occupation in our experi-
ment, and candidates with this occupation seem to be particularly un-
popular among voters (Wüest and Pontusson, 2017; Teele et al., 2018).
We therefore expect that voters are more likely to vote for working-class
candidates than upper-middle class candidates (hypothesis 3D).

3. The role of policy information

It is almost a truism that the policy position of a candidate can affect
voters' evaluation and support of this candidate. This is clearly also the
case in the Danish context. The self-placement of Danish voters on the
left-right scale has traditionally been the single best predictor of their
party choice (Bengtsson et al., 2014; Hansen and Pedersen, 2014).
Thus, when voters are provided with information regarding the policy
positions of a candidate, such information should be expected to affect
voter evaluations of the candidate.

Policy information might even be so important to the voter that it
not only affects evaluations of candidates more than personal candidate
characteristics do; the policy information may even crowd out the ef-
fects of personal background characteristics. In fact, it is a common
assumption in the literature on candidate characteristics and voter
evaluations that personal characteristics is a low-information heuristic,
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primarily used by voters when candidate policy information is absent
(e.g., McDermott, 1998; Campbell and Cowley, 2015; Ono and Burden,
2018; Crowder-Meyer et al., 2018; Gift and Lastra Anadón, 2018).
There is some empirical support for this assumption. In an early ex-
periment, Kamin (1958) found that information on candidates' party
affiliation crowded out effects of candidate ethnicity. Likewise, later
experiments have found that party labels on judicial nominees crowd
out the influence of ethnicity and race in assessments of such nominees
(Kam, 2007; Sen, 2017). Kirkland and Coppock (2017) generally find
weak effects of background characteristics such as gender and age, but
also find that information on party affiliation tend to crowd out the
influence of candidate experience. This finding is further supported by a
recent study, which shows that Norwegian voters care more about the
issue position than the social characteristics of candidates (Arnesen
et al., 2019).2

It is important to note that, with the exception of Arnesen et al.
(2019), the existing studies all test the crowding-out effect of party
cues, not just policy information. This focus on party cues is entirely
reasonable, in particular given the key role played by party cues in
American elections. However, while party labels convey information to
the voter about the policy positions of the candidate (Kirkland and
Coppock, 2017), party cues also affect voters as markers of social
identity and through an in-group versus out-group dynamic (Greene,
1999).

Thus, based on the existing studies it is still not known whether
policy information alone is sufficient to crowd out the effects of per-
sonal background characteristics. This limitation is important, because
the role of party cues differ markedly across electoral contexts. First,
party identification among voters differ substantially across countries,
and few countries can match the level of partisanship currently found in
the US (Lupu, 2015). For example, while surveys also show party
identification in Denmark to be substantial, 42% of voters switched
parties from the 2011 national election to the next national election in
2015 (Hansen and Stubager, 2017, p. 34). Second, in proportional
electoral systems voters can choose between multiple candidates from
each political party. This is also the case in the Danish context. De-
pending on their exact municipality, a voter in the 2017 municipal
election could choose between 25 and 251 candidates, most of whom
represented one of the 6–13 viable parties in the municipality.3 To be
clear, party labels also matter to voters in multiparty systems such as
the Danish system, but they are not as decisive as in US elections, and
they do not help the voter in differentiating between the many candi-
dates within a party.4

By investigating the crowding-out effects of policy information in-
stead of party cues, our study may show whether crowding-out effects
are a more general phenomenon. As we elaborate upon in our de-
scription of the experiment, we therefore present policy information in
the form of a specific policy position rather than a policy label. We
expect that voters use personal characteristics of candidates to serve as
proxies for policy positions when such positions are not available.
Therefore, policy information might crowd out effects of personal
background characteristics in the same way that party identification
can: whenever people are presented with candidates without any ac-
companying policy information, they may rely heavily on the

candidate's background characteristics, whereas when the candidate is
associated with specific policies, voters may rely heavily on this in-
formation and less on the personal background characteristics. This
leads to the hypothesis that information regarding policy positions crowds
out the influence of other variables (hypothesis 4).

This crowding out effect will likely be different across different
background characteristics and on the different dimensions on which
voters evaluate candidates. It is likely that explicit policy information
strongly affects voters' inferences from background information to the
candidate's policy position, while the effects on inferences to warmth
and competence could be smaller. Further complicating this potential
crowding out effect, the measures on which voters evaluate candidates
are not independent of each other. For example, people are more likely
to assign positive personal attributes to politicians with whom they
agree (Funk, 1999; Bartels, 2002). Thus, when policy information af-
fects one type of voter inferences, e.g., on candidate left-right position,
this change may indirectly also affect the voter's evaluation on other
measures, e.g., warmth. Because of these complex relationships be-
tween background characteristics, policy information and candidate
evaluations, we refrained from detailed hypotheses regarding the ef-
fects of providing voters with policy information in our pre-registration.
However, the analysis explores in detail the degree to which the
crowing-out effects of policy information differs between different
background characteristics and between the different dimension on
which voters evaluate candidates.

4. Experiment

To test our hypotheses, we conducted a survey experiment. The
study was pre-registered on Open Science Framework prior to any data
collection.5 The experiment was conducted in a commercial web panel
(Voxmeter). It is not possible to self-select into the panel, and the
company continuously recruit new members from random samples of
the Danish population. For their participation, panel members receive
points redeemable for lotteries, charitable donations etc. For our study,
7,914 existing panel members were invited by email to participate.
2,597 respondents started the survey, and 2,400 completed the entire
survey, yielding a response rate of 30.3% and a completion rate of
92.4%.6 Completion rate among respondents exposed to the experi-
mental stimuli was 94.8%, and the very limited post-treatment attrition
did not differ significantly across the experimental conditions. Our final
sample is not a probability sample, but it is demographically diverse
and has substantial variation on attitudinal variables: 50.8% of the
sample was female, the ages ranged from 18 to 88 (M=48.6
SD=17.1), and 45.2% had completed tertiary-level education (college
level). Respondents' self-placement on the left-right political scale also

2 Carnes and Sadin (2015) conduct two separate experiments, one of which
contains party labels and one that does not. This study indicates that effects of
background characteristics can be robust to the inclusion of party cues, but it
does not provide an actual estimate of the crowding out effect (Nor does it claim
to do).
3 Average number of candidates in municipalities was 98. Viable parties are

defined as parties receiving> 1% of the votes in the municipality. A minority of
candidates ran as independents or for non-viable parties (Statistics Denmark,
2018).
4 Even in the US context, party cues are often absent to voters, e.g., in primary

election where candidates share party affiliation (Kirkland and Coppock, 2017).

5 Preregistration available at: https://osf.io/6dzmx. We deviate from our pre-
analysis plan on two counts. First, the preregistration erroneously included the
word “parents” in two hypotheses regarding candidate occupation (making
hypotheses 3C and 3D identical to 2B and 2C). As is clear from the context,
these hypotheses should be about the occupation of the candidates not their
parents, and we have therefore corrected the wording. Second, we originally
planned to test the hypotheses regarding the effects of gender, parental back-
ground and occupation in a regression model without interactions between
background characteristics and policy information. However, such models lump
together respondents exposed to no policy information with respondents ex-
posed to policy information. Because we – at the same time – assume policy
information to interact with background characteristics (c.f. hypothesis 4), we
realized that it is problematic to use such models. Therefore, our tests of all of
the hypotheses are instead based on regression models in which background
characteristics are interacted with the policy information treatment. All of the
models originally described in the pre-analysis plan are included in Appendix C.
These models still find statistically significant effects of parental background
and candidate occupation.
6 In appendix D we show that this sample size provides us with enough power

to detect relatively small effect sizes.
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revealed a substantial level of ideological variation (M=0.45,
SD=0.27, scale range: 0–1), and the sample was approximately re-
presentative on party choice. Furthermore, we note that studies show
treatment effects in survey experiments to be remarkable similar across
probability and non-probability samples (Mullinix et al., 2015; Coppock
et al., 2018). For sample and population characteristics, see Appendix
A.

4.1. Design

After answering standard questions on demographics, vote choice,
and self-placement on the political left-right scale, respondents were
randomly assigned to different versions of a brief description of a fic-
titious candidate for municipal elections. The experiment was con-
ducted less than a month before the Danish municipal elections in
November 2017. These elections are salient national events that attract
a great deal of media attention, and the national turnout rate in 2017
was 70.8% (Hansen, 2018).

To test our hypotheses, we varied four attributes of the fictitious
candidate: gender, family background, the candidate's own occupation,
and the candidate's policy position. With a full factorial design, this
yielded 54 unique candidate descriptions (2 genders× 3 family back-
grounds× 3 candidate occupations× 3 policy positions). Specifically,
Gender of the candidate was manipulated by changing pronouns and the
first names of the candidates. We used two common Danish names,
Anne and Peter, without any clear connotations of socioeconomic
background. Family background of the candidate was varied by in-
formation regarding the occupation of the candidate's parents (either no
information, parents were factory workers, or parents were doctors).
The candidate's own occupation was also varied (either no information,
employed as a warehouse assistant, or employed as a lawyer). Finally,
we varied the policy position of the candidate. In all treatments, the
candidate offered a generic, nondescript statement of the motivation to
run for municipal elections. In the treatment arm with no policy posi-
tion, the respondents only saw this. The two other treatment arms ad-
ditionally contained statements from the candidate regarding care for
the elderly. Here, the candidate either advocated for increased public
spending on the welfare of the elderly (i.e., a left-leaning policy), or the
candidate advocated for increased outsourcing in order to increase ef-
ficiency and potentially make room for tax cuts (i.e., a right-leaning
policy). Both of these policy positions are well within the range of
realistic policy positions in a Danish context, where public welfare is
routinely outsourced to private companies (Bhatti et al., 2009). We
used the policy issue of elderly care because it is a key area of re-
sponsibility for the Danish municipalities, and because it lends itself
easily to a manipulation of economic policy positions.

In all treatment conditions, respondents were told that the candi-
date was 47 years old and had moved to the municipality 30 years ago
with his or her parents. We explicitly informed about age and time
living in the municipality, because we did not want respondents to infer
anything about these characteristics based on the information we
varied in the experiment. A further advantage of including such in-
formation, as well as the nondescript statements from the candidates, is
that all respondents were exposed to treatments of comparable length.
All candidate descriptions were 89–125 words in length (mean: 111
words, standard deviation: 13.1).

It is also worth noting that experimental studies of candidates'
characteristics sometimes present respondents with two candidates
(Carnes and Lupu, 2016; Kirkland and Coppock, 2017; Wüest and
Pontusson, 2017). However, similar to our study, several recent studies
present one rather than two candidates to respondents (Sadin, 2015;
Amira, 2018; Goggin, 2019). To minimize the time and reading de-
mands of our respondents, we opted for such a one-candidate design in
our experiment.

4.2. Measures

After reading the candidate description, perceptions of personality
traits were measured by asking respondents to evaluate how well or
poorly different words described the candidate. Perceived competence
was measured with the four items: intelligent, competent, credible,
knowledgeable, while perceived warmth was measured with the four
items: likeable, conscientious, friendly, caring. All of these items have
previously been used and validated in trait studies (Koch and
Obermaier, 2016; Funk, 1997; Gonzales et al., 1995; Goren, 2002;
Funk, 1996; Schneider and Bos, 2014; Fridkin and Kenney, 2011; Funk,
1999).7 A factor analysis showed that the items loaded on two distinct
scales, and the items formed highly reliable scales for both competence
(Cronbach's α=0.89) and warmth (α=0.91). The correlation be-
tween the two scales is 0.64. Next, perceived policy position of the
candidate was measured by letting the respondents place the candida-
te's position on an 11-point left-right scale of economic policy position,
ranging from zero to ten. Finally, respondents were asked to rate their
likelihood of voting for the candidate, assuming that the candidate ran
in the respondents' own municipality. This was also performed on a
0–10 scale, with 0 being “very unlikely” and 10 being “very likely.” In
our analyses, all scales are rescaled to range from zero to one. The full
survey questionnaire can be found in Appendix B.

5. Results

In all of the analyses, we use regression models (OLS) to estimate
the treatment effects. Detailed results for all of the models are shown in
Appendix C, Table C1. Before analyzing the effects of personal back-
ground characteristics, and the interactions between background
characteristics and policy information, we briefly report on the main
effects of policy positions. Knowing these main effects of policy position
makes it more straightforward to interpret subsequent results.

5.1. The main effects of policy position

The main effects of policy positions are considerable, as shown in
Fig. 1.8 Focusing first on the perceived left-right position of the can-
didate (Column 3 in Fig. 1), it is not surprising that information on the
candidate's policy position has an effect. In fact, the results on this
measure can be thought of as a manipulation check: If explicit in-
formation on a candidate's policy position had not affected the per-
ceived left-right position of the candidate, this would indicate a pro-
blem with the experimental stimuli or the attention of the respondents.
Fortunately, the results show that voters responded to the left-right
treatment as intended and that the treatments were relatively sym-
metric in the sense that the left-wing treatment moved people about as
far from the treatment with no policy position as the right-wing treat-
ment did.

The respondents were also substantially more likely to vote for the
left-wing candidate and less likely to vote for the right-wing candidate.
While the right-leaning candidate achieved a mean value of just 0.25 on
the measure of vote likelihood, the left-leaning candidate achieved a
mean value of 0.37. The popularity of the left-leaning candidate is
probably mainly driven by the fact that the left-leaning parties in

7We used the Danish translation of these trait questions from Pedersen
(2017).
8 In all of our figures, we include 95% confidence intervals. However, con-

fidence intervals can overlap even though the confidence intervals for the dif-
ference between the points may exclude zero (Payton et al., 2003). Therefore,
we also include the narrower 83% confidence intervals. When the standard
errors for estimates are approximately similar, as is the case in our analyses,
non-overlapping 83% confidence intervals are a good indication that the dif-
ference between estimates is statistically significant (Payton et al., 2003). All
figures are made in Stata with software from Bischof (2017) and Jann (2014).
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Denmark have issue ownership on elderly care and social policy in
general (Seeberg, 2017). While our sample was also slightly left-leaning
on the left-right scale, their partisan leanings did not differ markedly
from the population of Danish voters (c.f. Appendix A). Finally, the
respondents also perceived a left-wing candidate as both warmer and
more competent than the candidate with no policy information. Con-
versely, a right-wing candidate was seen as both less competent and less
warm than a candidate with no policy positions. These differences in
perceived warmth and competence support the notion that people are
likely to assign positive attributes to politicians with whom they agree
(Funk, 1999; Bartels, 2002).

How then does policy information interact with candidate back-
ground characteristics, and what influence do background character-
istics have on their own? In the following sections, we investigate the
effects of gender, parental background, and candidate occupation, and
we investigate whether the effects of these background characteristics
are crowded out when voters are provided with policy information.

5.2. The effects of candidate gender and policy positions

The combined effects of gender and policy positions are illustrated
in Fig. 2. As is clear from the top row in Fig. 2, there are no substantial
differences in voters' perceptions of male and female candidates when
there is no explicit policy information in the description of the candi-
date. On the measure of perceived warmth, the mean scores of a male
and a female candidate are practically identical, differing just 0.002 on
the scale ranging from zero to one (this difference is statistically in-
significant, p= .906). Thus, these results do not support hypothesis 1A.
On the perceived left-right position of the candidate, female candidates
are perceived to be slightly to the left of male candidates, but the dif-
ference is just 0.03, and the difference is not statistically significant
(p= .069). We therefore also reject hypothesis 1B. Finally, as

illustrated in the rightmost graph in the top row of Fig. 2, there are no
substantial or statistically significant differences on likelihood of voting
for a male versus a female candidate (p= .833). Based on this, we also
reject hypothesis 1C.9

What then happens to the perceptions of male and female candi-
dates when policy information is present in the candidate descriptions?
Of course, policy information cannot crowd out effects of candidate
gender if there are no effects of gender to start with, but policy in-
formation could potentially amplify the effects of gender. However, as
illustrated in rows 2 and 3 of Fig. 2, the presence of policy information
does not statistically significantly moderate the effects of candidate
gender. While the inclusion of policy information clearly affects per-
ceptions of the candidate, the effects are uniform across male and fe-
male candidates. Thus, on candidate gender, hypothesis 4 is not sup-
ported.

5.3. The effects of parental background and policy positions

Next, we investigate the effects of parental background, conditional
on policy information. These effects are illustrated in Fig. 3. The top
row of Fig. 3, which illustrates the effects of parental background when
there is no policy information, shows that voters do respond to the
parental background of a candidate. Consistent with hypothesis 2A,
voters perceive candidates with working-class parents to be warmer,
both when we compare to a candidate description without information
regarding the parents (p= .001) and when we compare to a candidate
with parents that were doctors (p= .001). Similarly, consistent with
hypothesis 2B, the candidate with working-class parents is perceived to

Fig. 1. Voter evaluations conditional on policy information.

Fig. 2. Voter evaluations conditional on candidate gender and policy information.

9 As noted, we did not hypothesize any differences on perceived competence
of male and female candidates. An exploratory analysis confirmed that there
was no significant difference on this measure (p= .723).
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be substantially to the left of the candidate without information on
parental background (p < .001) and to the left of the candidate with
doctors for parents (p < .001). However, disconfirming hypothesis 2C,
we find no evidence of voters being more inclined to vote for a candi-
date with working-class parents. While the candidate with working-
class parents appears to be slightly more popular than the candidate
with doctors for parents, the difference is substantially small, and it is
statistically insignificant (p= .488).10

The substantial differences in voter perceptions of candidates with
different family backgrounds seem to be attenuated when the candi-
date's policy position is provided. For example, when the policy posi-
tion is not known (top row), the child of factory workers is perceived to
have a warmth that is 0.06 higher than the child of parents without a
specified occupation. When the policy position is known to be left-
leaning (middle row), this warmth premium for the workers' child be-
comes substantially smaller and almost disappears. There are similar
attenuating effects of policy information when the revealed policy po-
sition is right-leaning (bottom row) and when comparing the child of
factory workers with the child of the doctors, but these effects are not
statistically significant. Thus, the results only provide partial support
for the notion that information about policy crowds out the effects of
parental background on the perceived warmth of a candidate.

The results of policy information are clearer when looking at the
perceived left-right placement of the candidate. When the policy posi-
tion of a candidate is revealed, the effects of parental background are
strongly attenuated. The difference between a child of workers and a
child of doctors become significantly smaller, both when the revealed
policy position is left-leaning (p= .002), and when the revealed posi-
tion is right-leaning (p= .010).

On vote likelihood, we also see an indication of a moderating effect
of policy information. The candidate with doctors for parents is less
popular than a candidate without parental information and a candidate
with factory-worker parents when there is no information regarding the
policy of the candidate. However, when the candidate has a left-wing
position, the doctor becomes slightly more popular than the other
candidates. The advantage of having a left-leaning policy, as opposed to
no explicit policy is statistically significantly larger for the candidate

with doctors as parents than it is for the candidate with no parental
information (p= .040). However, this result should only be treated
with caution, as none of the other comparisons of electoral support
showed statistically significant marginal effects.

5.4. The effects of candidate occupation and policy positions

Finally, we focus on the occupation of the candidate and the in-
teraction between occupation and policy information. The results are
shown in Fig. 4. We hypothesized that a candidate with a working-class
job (warehouse assistant) would be perceived as warmer, more left-
leaning, but also less competent than a candidate with an upper-middle
class job (lawyer). When we look at the conditions without explicit
policy positions (top row), these expectations are mostly supported. A
lawyer is seen as slightly more competent than a warehouse assistant
and a candidate without occupational information, although the dif-
ferences are small, and statistically insignificant when comparing the
lawyer and the assistant. Thus, these results do not strongly support
hypothesis 3A. On warmth, the differences are more marked, and they
favor the working-class candidate. While a candidate employed as a
warehouse assistant is not perceived to be warmer than a candidate
without information on occupation, the warehouse assistant is per-
ceived to be warmer than the lawyer (p= .002), supporting hypothesis
3B.11

On perceived left-right position of the candidate, we also find sup-
port for the hypothesis that voters perceived a working-class candidate
to be more to the left than an upper-middle class candidate (hypothesis
3C). The warehouse assistant is perceived to be to the left of the lawyer
(p < .001), and the lawyer is perceived to be to the right of the can-
didate without information regarding occupation (p= .011). Finally,
following hypothesis 3D, we also expected that voters would be more
likely to vote for the warehouse assistant than the lawyer. This is also
what we see. On likelihood of vote, the warehouse assistant achieves a
mean score of 0.32, which is statistically significantly higher than the

Fig. 3. Voter evaluations conditional on parents' occupation and policy information.

10 We did not hypothesize any differences on perceived competence of can-
didates with different parental backgrounds. An exploratory analysis confirmed
that there were no statistically significant differences between candidates
without information on parents' occupation, candidates with factory-worker
parents, and candidates with doctors for parents (p > .2 for all comparisons).

11 One might suspect that these results could depend on specific combinations
of a candidate's family background and own occupation., e.g., that a candidate
working as a warehouse assistant would be perceived to be less competent if
this candidate had doctors for parents (and thereby “underachieving,” com-
pared to the parents). To check for this, the exploratory models in appendix C,
table C4 show the results from models in which we interact candidate family
background and occupation. These models revealed no statistically significant
interactions between candidate family background and occupation on any of
the dependent variables.
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lawyer's score of 0.27 (p= .045).
Thus, taken together these results seemingly align well with pre-

vious studies finding that working-class candidates have an overall
electoral advantage over upper-middle class candidates (Campbell and
Cowley, 2014b; Wüest and Pontusson, 2017; Carnes and Lupu, 2016).
However, these results change markedly once we add explicit policy
information to the candidate descriptions.

When the respondents were not informed about the policy position
of the candidate (top row), the lawyer was perceived to be statistically
significantly more to the right on the political spectrum than the other
candidates. However, when the candidate explicitly proposes a left-
leaning policy position (middle row), the perceived policy position of
the lawyer moves more to the left than the position of the assistant does
(p= .002). As a consequence, the difference in the left-right position of
the lawyer and assistant is attenuated. In this condition, a lawyer is
perceived to be only 0.04 more to the right of the assistant, which is
about a third of the difference (0.13) in the no policy condition.
Similarly, when the policy position of the candidate is revealed to be a
right-leaning policy (bottom row), the difference between the lawyer
and the worker is attenuated to 0.07.

As our respondents generally preferred candidates with a left-
leaning policy on elderly care, these results on perceived left-right po-
sition seem to provide a good explanation for the results on perceived
competence and warmth. In the absence of a policy position, re-
spondents inferred that the lawyer was more likely to be right-wing and
they were therefore less likely to assign positive traits such as compe-
tence and warmth to the candidate (c.f. Funk, 1999). Once the policy
position of the candidate is revealed, the bias against the supposedly
right-leaning lawyer is suppressed, and the lawyer consequently ex-
perience a relative boost in their perceived competence and warmth,
compared to the assistant.

These interactions between policy information and a candidate's
occupation turn out to have a marked effect on vote choice. Without
any policy information, the lawyer was the least popular candidate and
less popular than the assistant (p= .045). With information revealing a
right-leaning policy position (bottom row), the lawyer becomes just as
popular as the assistant, and when the policy position is left-leaning
(middle row), the lawyer even becomes more popular than the assistant
(p= .038). Compared to the no-policy condition, a lawyer promoting
the left-leaning policy thus receives a boost in electoral popularity that
is substantially larger than the boost received by a warehouse assistant
(p= .004). While the left-leaning policy was generally popular among
our sample of respondents, reactions to this policy do depend on the
respondent left-right placement. In Appendix C, we include exploratory

results, which show that the lawyer always receive a higher electoral
boost than the warehouse assistant, when presenting a policy position
that is in line with the left-right position of the respondent.

Our results show that the interaction between personal candidate
characteristics and policy information can lead to an actual preference
reversal among voters. The lawyer is either less or more popular than
the assistant, depending on the policy information available to the
voter. This finding is quite remarkable, and it has far-reaching con-
sequences for the study of candidate traits and vote choice. We will
elaborate on these implications in the discussion.

6. Discussion

This study provides further proof that voters respond to the back-
ground characteristics of candidates. Specifically, we have found that
voters respond to the parental background and occupation of a candi-
date, while they are largely indifferent to candidate gender. Male and
female candidates are perceived to be equally warm and competent,
voters place them at similar points on the left-right scale, and voters are
about equally likely to vote for them. These null findings on candidate
gender are in line with some previous studies that find no preferences
over gender (Carnes and Lupu, 2016; Campbell and Cowley, 2014b;
McElroy and Marsh, 2010), but they contrast with studies showing
gender preferences (Huddy and Terkildsen, 1993; Aguilar et al., 2015;
Kirkland and Coppock, 2017; Wüest and Pontusson, 2017; Ono and
Burden, 2018).

It is important to take the context of our study into account when
interpreting the absence of gender effects. First, Denmark has com-
paratively strong norms regarding general gender equality and women
are well integrated into the political system, although still under-re-
presented (Kosiara-Pedersen and Hansen, 2015).12 Second, our re-
spondents were not voting for a commander in chief, they were voting
for one of many municipal council members responsible for primary
schools, retirement homes and other welfare areas. This is important,
because voters may prefer male candidates when voting for executives
tasked with issues such as defense, crime, etc. (Ono and Burden, 2018).

While the voters in our study did not respond to candidate gender,
they did respond to parental background and current occupation. When
candidate descriptions were without explicit policy positions,

Fig. 4. Voter evaluations conditional on candidate occupation and policy information.

12 In the 2017 municipal election, 32% of the candidates running were
women. Of those elected, the share of women was 33% (Statistics Denmark,
2018).
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candidates with a working-class occupation or working-class parents
were perceived to be warmer and more to the left on the political
spectrum than candidates with upper-middle class parents. These re-
sults may be conditional on the specific occupations used in our study.
Our participants clearly reacted when they were told a candidate was
working as a lawyer, which may reflect either a general attitude to-
wards upper-middle class candidates or very specific perceptions and
attitudes regarding lawyers (c.f. Wüest and Pontusson, 2017; Teele
et al., 2018). Future studies might want to further investigate the de-
gree to which voters respond to the general social class of candidates,
and the degree to which they are responding to particularities of a
specific occupation.

Ultimately, the most important dependent variable—at least from
the perspective of the candidate—is vote choice. In itself, the changes in
perceived competence, warmth and left-right placement matter little to
the candidate, if they have no effect on their electoral popularity. Our
analysis on the effects of personal and background conditions without
policy information indicated that the working-class candidate was sig-
nificantly more popular than the lawyer.

However, this apparent effect of candidate occupation on vote
choice leads us to the key result of our study: studies on candidate
characteristics may provide us with inaccurate or downright incorrect
conclusions on how voters respond to background characteristics, if
they do not take the effects of policy information into account. The
electoral fates of the warehouse assistant versus the lawyer are notable
examples of this: when not informed about the policy position of a
candidate, voters perceived a candidate working as a warehouse as-
sistant to be roughly as competent as and significantly warmer than a
candidate working as a lawyer. However, if voters were informed that
the candidate favored left-leaning policies, the perception of the
warehouse assistant was that this candidate was significantly less
competent than the lawyer and no higher on the trait of warmth.

These results are most likely a consequence of the way in which
voters use background characteristics to infer policy positions. Without
policy information, voters infer that the lawyer is to the right of the
warehouse assistant (on an issue where respondents generally prefer
the left-leaning position). However, when provided with policy in-
formation, voters no longer need to infer policy position from back-
ground characteristics. As a consequence, the lawyer is no longer seen
as more right-leaning than the warehouse assistant, and because people
are more likely to assign positive personal attributes to politicians with
whom they agree (Funk, 1999; Bartels, 2002), voters now see the
lawyer as more competent and warm. The consequence of this is a re-
versal of preferences: when no policy information is available, voters
are more likely to vote for the warehouse assistant than the lawyer. Yet,
when the candidate is known to be left-leaning, the voters become more
likely to vote for the lawyer than the warehouse assistant.

It is important to remember that candidate choice experiments are
not perfect representations of the campaign environment in which real
voters find themselves, and an important limitation of our study is that
we only use one policy position. Furthermore, our study was conducted
within one country. This context is relevant to consider with respect to
how the findings would apply in other countries with different gender
norms, political cultures and election systems. Recently Arnesen et al.
(2019) have shown that Norwegian voters respond similarly to policy
positions as the voters in our studies, and future research could explore
if this also applies for other policy issues or party labels in different
countries.

Nevertheless, our results show that the studies on the background
characteristics need to be mindful of the fact that such background
characteristics interact with information on policy when voters eval-
uate candidates. Specific background characteristics of a candidate are
not unequivocally positive or negative to voters. Voters make a host of
inferences from background characteristics, and the same character-
istics can lead the voter to make inferences about the candidate that are
positive on one dimension but negative on another dimension. When

policy information is thrown into the mix, such information may crowd
out, for example, the negative inferences, and thereby turn an other-
wise disadvantageous background characteristic into an electoral ad-
vantage.
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